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EggEGT GYPSUM OH BACEBRI.AL ACnVXTIES 
in SOILS, 
By 
Thaktar Maliadeo Singh, 
ITOO!DUGmOI. 
The discoTery of gypBuia and its fertilizing value 
was iaad<5 at a"bout the same time in (xenaaay and in France 
in the latter part of the eighteenth century. The use 
of gypsum spread quickly to other ooimtries, first to 
Aaaaerioa?! and considerahly later to Great Britain, Just 
how it acts is little understood, hut the two explana­
tions whioh have "been giten are that it supplies the sul­
fur needed for plant growth, or that it acts as a correct­
ive agent l^y favoring beneficial groups of bacteria, while 
the development of injurious species is prevented. Re­
cently, some authors have secured results vrM(M indicate 
that sulfates act on complex coiapounds like the silicates 
libera ting potassium and phosphorus. In other words, there 
are indications that sulfates may render the essential 
plant food constituents available for the use of plants, 
Tlie need of sulfur as a plant food is evident from 
the fact that the proteins of plants contain sulfur, and 
there is no question but that plants utilize sulfur in the 
form of sulfates ^ 'ust as they utilisse phosphorus as pho8» 
phates and nitrogen as nitrate^,: 
SuXfujf ha® "been supposed to "be preaent in soils in 
sufficient eaounts to keep all crops Bupplied» Recently, 
ho«rdTor» the possibility of value from using sulfur as a 
fertilizer has heen indicated, 
MaiQjr oomparatiTeljr recent analyses la^le at Bothamsted 
eind elisoi^ere haye shorn that certain soils aire deficient in 
sulfur and that there is a rather constant ratio "between 
pho^horous and sulfur* : Soils that are lour in phosphorus 
and need phosphorus fertilisers may therefore respond also to 
sulfur fertili?iers« The application of phosphorus in the 
fom of acid pho^hatd supplies sulfur a© oalcium sulfate 
along iffith phosphorus and when this material is used it may 
he possihle to insure an aa^le supply of sulfur to jsoeet the 
rSQUireaents of crops* 
Tilers are pertain soils, especially in the middle wst, 
which are fairly «®11 suppi-ied with sulfur and proljahly wuld 
not respond to suSfur fertilization at the present time. But 
the fact that the content Of gulfusf is gradually being ea&aust 
ed in SO©© soils should not he lost sight of# Sxperiments at 
Bothajasted sho^d that the average annual loss of sulfur "by 
drainage amountiSd to fifty pounds per acre and the amount of 
sulfur trioside precipitated with the raljs m& found to be 
about fifteen to t^aty pounds per acre per annum, l"h« 
conoluf^ions reached were, therefore, that the losses of sulfur 
from the soil by drainage and cropping are saioh larger than 
can be met by the sraount# brought down by rain and tha"t some 
oai^ier of suifur sucfh ae fara manure, acid phosphatei 
SOTaoniwa sulfate, sulfate of potassiuai| or gypsum must "be 
epplisd to soils, if tlMsy are to be joatntalaed in a permanently 
fertile condition* Of late, the uae of gyp sum as a fertilizer 
hee been tested by a few of the Agricultiirel Bxpericient Stations 
in the tTnited States and it ie being recoimaonded in aome 
seotione of the country ae a profitable fertilising raaterial. 
Bsctoneire esqperiiaents should be carried out in the field, 
hotaerer^ before the u^e is recommended under any particular 
conditions, !iCeats are now under way in Iowa to determine 
ite Talue and in other ©tatee there is a considerable interest 
laanifested in gypsua# Xt may fee that the mterial isrill play 
an important role in many states in maintaining fertility* 
HISTORlCiL 
Before entering n^on the disouseion of the esq^erijaental 
data obtained in this worlc> a brief history of the results 
secured by ps^yioue inrestigators may be glYen* CoEspsrative-
ly few studies hsire been made of the effects of gypeua on 
baoterial activities but some teete of it® influence on 
acEftOnifioation, nitrifioation and aaofication hare been 
oarried out with intereeting results* 
tbe Sffect of GamEum on Saeterial AotiTitiea 
Sereritt (43) in laboratory teste with sterilized and 
uneterilised manure, (inoculating in tdae latter case with 
pure oulturee of organisms oapabXe of inducing mmQnimaX 
fermentation as well ae i^rith water e^raot® of manure)» 
found that th© addition of four per aent» to the 
aaiauye intonsiiried tiis decoii^osition of the eianure ten 
to twonty p93p ??©nt» ©aA at th^ fisan© tim® pyBvantad any loes of 
aEuaoniacal nitrogen* 
Hgijirich (19) found, that gypsusa i^ree a rery 
offeqtiY© pyesayratiT© of umvam^ Li^iaaa, G»E» (22) oonoluded 
from his «offk that OTmim stimlated the benefioial soil organs 
i«ias on the yootis of x^guminoue plant©, 
2»ipeiaji| J»Qi, {S5) tasted tJio iiifluenQo of gypeua on the 
BUiabor of 8q4X "baotoria and oonoludod thst )^ppllo@.tions of 
gyj^em woy© not isajurlous to mil bacteria s nor to the plants 
themsQlTeis# In faot Jie ohsei'Ted the date seoured that the 
aaiountB of nitmte i^itt-ogea expre&sad ae parts per million 
were tooraTsly of footed by the addition of gypeum, Lipraan, 
J.a* an4 Bl&ir, ot cal (28) found that the addition of ^sm 
to a soil often inaroaasd the tote^l nityo{^a of the crop 
yoaoTOd from tlis soil* Siie sasie asithors (S6) oa^erlmentins 
On tiiB availability of aitro^tonous raateri&ls as measured "by 
emonifioation, demonetrated that the so-called stimulant© -
potaesim^ iodido, and ooxiperi aino# jaanganese , ferrouc and 
caloiusa ©ulfatos • gara varying and inconcluslT® results, 
while phO^hateu appoayed to faror ©asmoniAiaation, 2ha 
Beias author (27) found froai "box esc^^eriments timt th^ nitrogen 
content of soy "beana U'aa distinctly inorcasi^d lay the use of 
liKie, while gyissuai appeaiHid to no effect, neither lime 
B-Oy sho^asd any spprsoxala-l^ effect aucfewliaat* 
X)6^Kani do) in his e^^perMerits Ehoi?ed ttet no material 
increaste in nitrification traB oistained, when gypsuia iim,B added 
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in ffiaounts varying from 0,5 to two per cent, Leraaorman 
and S^esenius (21) found that the addition of ealoium 
oarlionat© to aoilo in pots to the extent, of one per oent, 
reduced the volatilization of scamonium carljonate and in­
creased the absorptive power of the soil for araiaonia. 
Caustic liae had the opposite effect, Galoium sulfate 
and ealciufli qhloride reduced the loss solely by their 
direct action on the ammoniuEB carbonate, Patterson and 
Scott (37) studied the influence of caustic lime, calcitm 
carbonate, gypsum, ferric hydrate, sodiixm chloride, citric 
acid, starch, sugar and acid phosphate on nitrification 
in soils and found that caustic liiae practically stopped all 
nitrification. Calcium carbonate was the most efficient 
of the substances tested in stimulating the process and gypsum 
had little effect on nitrification, Hiafliimura (2) repQ&ted 
that gypausi and Kainit wore found to be less effective than 
acid phosphate in fixing animon:?i^, 
Fred and Hart (15) found that the sulfates of calcium 
a«d potassium increased ammonification to a small extent and 
calcium sulfate gave a slight increase in carbon dioxide pro­
duction, They further claimed that sulfates, althou^ as 
lo^ in amount in most soils as phosphates, would not in all 
probability, have the same effect on the crop pro due ing^ power 
of soils as phosphates, and they attribute the difference to 
th® differences in the effect of the two acid radicles on the 
soil. 
Peek (38) studied ammonification, nitrification, denitri-
.6^  
fioation and azefioation with three ssmplee ef soils by 
inooulatlng nutrient solutions with small amounts of the soil, 
or hy ohaerving the progress of nitrogen transformation In 
the soils themselves* He found that the addition of lime as 
oarhsnate, sulfate or phosphate stimulated ammonifioation; 
as regards nitrification calcium carbonate exerted the most 
favorable action while gypsum had no effect. Sugar showed 
an increased azofication. Hart and Tottinghaa (18) in 
their work showed that sulfates as compared with soluble 
phosphates had very little effect on the soil flora. 
Pita (40) in his work with sulfur and calcium sulfate 
concluded that the addition of calcium sulfate to the soil 
had no marked effect on the total number of bacteria growing 
en ordinary agar plates, nor did it produce any marked increase 
in araaionifieation or nitrification. The material was found, 
however, to stimulate the growth of ptire cultiares of red 
clover bacteria and also to increase the root develepaent of 
red clover in nutrient solution and in soil extracts In 
amall amounts it was also found to increase the yield of 
red clover and the ntaaber of nodules. 
Brown and Johnson (7) found that caloiiam sulfate in 
ordinary applications had no detrimental effect on sulfs-
fication, but very large applications might decrease the rate 
of oxidation of sulfur. 
The Slffect of Gypsum on Crops 
The effect of gypsim on crops has been studied to some 
extent and the influence on legumes noted especially. Hart 
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and Pftterson (17) determined th© stalfur content of a nma'bey 
»f common farm crops and in agreement with other investigators 
they showed that the quantity is much higher than that found 
Ijy Wolff in the ash from such products, Withycombe (49) 
reported the yields of green clover from plots receiving 
different quantities of gypsum and showed a gain of 22^ in 
favor of gypsua, Bymond et al {13) fTfm their investigations 
conclude as follows: "There is not sufficient sulfurio acid in 
the soil or ;supplied hy rain for heavy yielding crops rich in 
albuminoid, either for the production of the greatest yield 
or the highest feeding value, and for such crops a sulfate 
should he included in the artificial manure. Woy cereal 
crops and for permanent pastures, the soil and the rain 
provide all the sulfuric acid necessary," 
Takeuchi (48) carried ©n pot experiments isrith peas, 
beans, oats, rice and spinach in which gypsum wag used in 
connection with amraonium sulfate, sodium nitrate, potassium 
sulfate and different forms of phosphorus. He observed that 
as a rule gypauai decreased the yield when used in connection 
with acidic fertilizers and increased the yield when used 
with basic fertilizers. He found further, that gypeum 
exerted a favorable influence in overcoming the injurious 
effects of magnesium. 
Dusserre (13) found that the application of gypoum 
greatly increased the yields of potatoes and beets and in 
the case of potatoes, the mineral matter and starch were also 
considerably increased by the use of gypsum. Aston (3) 
reported that gypsum was the most effective lime compound 
.8-
ia increasing the yield of cruciferous plants on seils 
containing an excess ©f magnesia, hut ground limestone wbb 
the most effective in increasing the yields of oats and 
grasees. Keyer (31) found that calcium and magnesium 
carbonates had a "beneficial effect ©n the yield ef red 
clover, mustard and potatoes on acid soils, whereas gypsum 
reduced the yield, Rusche (41) demonstrated that magnesium 
and calcitBS sulfate generally had a good effect ©n the germina* 
tion of "barley, "beans, "beets, alsike clover, red clover, 
*rhite clover, wheat and other seeds. 
Patterson (36) found that the application of raw-rock 
phosphate gave better results than gypsum in a rotation of 
corn, wheat, tiaiothy and clover on a sandy soil. Shedd (44) 
showed that the addition of sulfur or gypsum to a fertilizer 
containing only nitrogen, potassiuaa, and phosphorus, when 
applied to a Graves county soil, gave a decided increase in 
growth fef Tellow Pryor te'bacce over the fertilizer alone. 
Brow, G.O. (6) in his experiiaent with calcium sulfate found 
that an application of air flaked lime, followed by a one 
hundred pound application of land plaster after the first 
cutting of alfalfa, Resulted-in' a greatly increased vigor 
^ and a total yield considerably in excess of the untreated 
plot. 
The most recent investigation along this line was 
reported by Miller (32) ish© werlced with three Oregon soils. 
'JChe first was taken mainly for its hig^ sulfur content, the 
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seoond one l)eoau9e It did not respond to sulfur treatment 
In th« field, whilo the third did respond to elementary sulfia* 
fertilizer. The highest sulfur content was 0,l83 per cent, 
and the loweat ma 0,02 per oent. The results that the 
addition »f calcium sulfate and eleiasntary sulfur enhanced 
the growth of rape# oats and clover grown in pots in the 
greenhouse. The great increase in the nitrogen content of 
the clover grown on the soil ^nere sulfates had bean added was 
the result in all probability of the stimulating swjtion 
©f the sulfate on the leguae 'baoteria. The sulfate increased 
the root developsient and the number of nodules on the clover 
gr&mi in the soil in pots, Tacke (47) explained in his 
work that the injurious effect of gypsum observed especialiy 
in the case of legtminous plants ^ as due to the setting free 
of acids to ivhioh such plants are especially sensitive# 
Parshad (35) in his worlc with gypsuaij found that it proved 
a valuable fertilizer on indig® and that top dressing was 
th® least beneficial Giethod of applying it, Katayama (20) 
in experiments carried ®n at Tokyo, showed that rice yielded 
better and had a 1:-etter color when grown on land manured 
with gypsum, Lipzaan, G.B, and Gericke (23) found that 
oaiciua sulfate in varying quantities strongly aiitagonized 
the sodium sulfate in clay adobe soil where barley was groTTn, 
The Effect ef Gypsum on Available Plant good 
Several experiments have indicated an effect of gypsum 
en the solubility of plant food. 
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Sterer (4^) showed a. greater amount of phosphorus 
In olover taken from land manured with gypsum. Pfeffer (39) 
atatea that Knop found that ^ here seeds t?ere grown in. 
water containing csleium sulfate, th© calcium of the salt 
was ahsorhed In a soiaewhat greater amount than the acid. 
If this be true, it is easy to see how calcium sulfate can 
assist in the aeeimilation of phosphorus even though the 
phosphates are found to "be less asluble in a calcium sulfate 
solution. 
Susserre (11) found that the most effective agents 
in rendoring soil potash soluhle in distilled water were 
gypsum and sulfate of aaMmonia, Dumont (8) studying the 
effect of gypsxas upon both granitic soils and the separates 
from these obtained by raochanioal analysis, found that whd;m 
aixed with about one third its weight of li^sum, moistened 
and allowed to stand, the soil gave increasing amounts of 
•water soluble potash with lengthening periods of contact 
between soil and gypsum. 
Schreiber {42) reported experiments which indicated 
that /lypsura had a marked though limited effect in setting 
free the potash of the soil. Morse and Curry (33) ?eund 
that lime and gypsum in contact with feldspar increased the 
solubility of potassium, Soane (46) in his general dis­
cussion ®f a series of pot ex])eriments to determine the 
chemioBl effect of the applicatienof gypsum on soils, 
reported that the effect of gypsum alone was insignificant. 
'-Shen combined with soluble potash, however, it seemed to 
produce a 'beneficial effect, 
Marae and Curry (34-) found that when powdered feldspar 
waa tr«at«d ^ ith gypauaa the aelubility of potash in water was 
increaasd. Briidley (4) found that gypaim added both to 
soils froEi western Oregon and to the mineral pegmatite 
marlcedly increased th® content of water soluble potash, A ndre 
(l) obsenred a greatly increased selubility of tVie potash 
of Mioroline tshon this was treated with gypsum. Lipraane CcB, 
(24) concluded that caloium sulfate is the m®st powerful 
soil stimulant we have and that is due mainly to its liberation 
of plant faod, especially petasaium, 
HcMillen (30) found that when various soils, mixod with 
one per cent, of gypsum, were kept for thre® months under 
solsture conditions siiailar to those prevailing in tii« 
field there were marked increases in the content of water 
soluble potaish. It is suggested, that in experiments 
previously reported by various investigators -nrhere gypsviin 
was not found t® bring abeut such an increase the lack of any 
action might be due te the fact that the condition of contact 
I "between the soil and gypsum was not th© ssen® as would occur 
in the field, 
3?raps (14) found that the addition af sulfate of lime, 
nitrate of soda, ©r other salts, have no such effect upon 
rendering potash available t® plants as has baen claimed, 
and Breaseale {^) reported that gypsum solutions 
depreoaed the solubility of the potassiisa in orth®olaae, 
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the quantity potash in aolutien decreasing progressivftly 
ae the concentration cf the calciua sulfate increased, 
McGool (29) found very recently that the effect of the 
caleiuia sulfate en the rate af the formation of soluble 
potash was nesligi"bie in the firat period ef two days eiid 
sli^tly reduced it in the second perisd of seventeen days. 
He claims that soils cf different texture and coai^osition 
probably would he effected somewhat differently, 
Greavea and Carter (16) in their recent investigation 
als0 reported that the strong etimulajit sodium chloride 
acts, t© a grdat extent, by rendering phosphorus soluble 
whereas the. equally strong stimulant calcium sulfate aots 
by rendering more nitrogen available. 
iJumont (9), suEimariaing in his paper the theories 
advanced regarding the value of gyp am when applied to the 
soil, points out that it serves as a stimulant, that it 
serves as a plant food, that it acts as an absorbent for 
volatile compounds like aaimonia, and that it helps in 
making plant food available. 
The work, presented in the subsequent pages, was 
planned to throw soiae light on the following questions: 
(a) Does calciua sulfate favor the activities of 
desirable orgoniEEas of the soil? 
(b) Does it serve as a plant food? and 
(c) Does it make certain plant food constituents 
more available? 
13 
Plan of the Sxperlaientg 
The soil used in these ex^timenta was secured from an 
orchard at ^ ee and is olassified as Mimai silt loam. The 
ohemieal analysis is given in TahXe I. 
fforty-Qight pots were each filled with forty pounds of 
soil i^ioh had been sifted through a coarse sieve, so as to 
remove roots and pehhles. The treatment of these pots 
was as follows: 
1, 2 Check 
3« 4. limestone te neutralize acidity plus 2 T, {3i T.) 
5» 6 100# CaS04 ao^ -e 
7. 8 ?00^  » « « 
9, 10 1000# n n « 
11, 12 100# CaSOA per acre plus limestone (3:^ T) 
13, 14 ?00# » « » M » « 
15, l6 1000# 9 « H " n 
Ihe first set of these pots from one to sixteen were kept 
fallow, the second set of sixteen pots similarly treated was . 
seeded to wheat, and the third set of sixteen pots with similar 
treatment as the first two sets, was seeded to red clover. 
The pots were kept in the green house under uniform jjemperature 
oonditionSa The moisture content of the soils in the pots 
was kept up to V^% of the dry weight of the soil. 
After the seeds had germinated in the pots, the plants 
of red clover and wheat were thinned so as to leave only six 
plsmts in each pot. 
BACTERlQLOGICAIi 
In order to ascertain whether gypsum favors the activities 
of henefiftlal soil organisms it was planned « 
TABa NO. I 
SOIL ANALYSIS 
Total Sulfur 
Total Sulfates 
Total PotaesiuD 
Water Sc^luble Potassiua 
Llneetoae Hdquireaient 
0.168^  
0.005JS 
1.410^  
o.ooa7j5 
8500 lbs* per acre 
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1, To study the action of gypeum en "bacterial 
activities as measured "by azsmonifioation, nitrification 
and azofioation, 
2, To study the action of gypsum in soil and in 
solutions inoculated with pure cultures of B« radicicola 
isolated from alfalfa, Canada field peas, red clover and 
soy "beano. 
The first saBsiples were drawn fifteen days after the pots 
were filled aflter the surface soil was removed and the soil 
with a sterile spatula to a depth of five inches the sataples 
were drawn. The surface soil was then replaced in the 
various pots. The smples were then "breujsht to the 
lalsoratory and the moisture content, total nitrogen and 
nitrates were determined in each case, 
A « JSmmonificatien 
100 gms, of each soil were put in duplicate tumblers 
and five grams of dried blood were added t® each and stirred 
in thoroughly. The moisture content was brought up to 
the optimum, allowing twelve cc for the dried blood used. 
The tumblers «fere incubated at Sjoom temperature for a period 
of seven days. A suaonia was determined by the aeration 
method using potassium carbonate, 
B o Kitrification 
One hundred gram quantities of each soil were 
weired out in duplicate tmblers and one hundred mgs. of 
anaaonium sulfate in solution were added. The moisture 
•X?' 
content was adjusted to the eptliauBi. The tumblera were 
coTered and incubated for five weeks at rooaliitemperature, 
the meieture content being adjusted to the eptimum every 
seventh day. The nitrates p^resent at the end ©f the five 
weeks period were determined by the phenol disulfonic acid 
method. 
C » A zofloation 
One hundred gram quantities of soil were trei^ed out 
in duplicate tumhlerts and five gms;. of dextrose were added 
to each and thoroughly mixed in. The moisture content waa 
made up to the ©ptimmn and the soils were incubated at 
room temperature for a period of ten days. At the end ef 
that time the total nitrogen present was determined in 
duplicate by the Kjeldahl method, and the nitrogen cantent 
at the beginning subtracted from this gave the amount ©f 
nitrogen fixed, 
D » The Kffeot af Gypsuaa an Radicicala 
In ©rder t© study the effect ©f gypSUM «n the 
azofying power ©f pure cultures ©f B, radicicela frsm 
alfalfa, field peas, red clever and soy beans, the follewing 
method was empleyed: 
One hundred gram quantities of soil with varieus 
additions ®f gypsxaa were put in tumblers. One set ®f 
these tumblers was sterilized and the other was not 
sterilized. Both aeets of tumblers were inoculated with 
pure cultures of B. radicicela frem red clover. After 
inoufcating the tumblers a period of ton days the amount 
of nitrogen fixed was determined. Another set of tumbler© 
was arranged as previously and inoculated with piire 
cultures ef B, radidicola freia alfalfa, Canada field peas, 
red olOTer and soy "beans in unsterilized soil -alone. 
In eaoh case the nitrogen fixed was deterjcained. 
One hundred oe ef'radidicela solution" (1) were put in 
500 Gc flasks, varieuB amounts of gypsum added, sterilized 
and inoculated with pure cultures of E, radicicola frewa 
different leguaieo. The nitrogen fixed in each case was 
detenained by duplicate analyses. 
Crop Teata 
After the plants in the pots had grown to matvirity, 
the dry weight of straw and seed together were determined. 
Plant ]?Qpd Teats 
llie acidity of the soil after th© cx-ops were harvested 
w&s determined by the modified ^Taclce method and reported 
in terms of tons of limestone required per acre. 
In order to test the solubility of potash and the 
increase of the nitrogen centent in the soil and in the 
crop, an experiment was arranged in the greenhouse, Sixty-
f®ur peta, each centaining ten peunds of Miami silt leam 
soil were prepared and the same applieatien of gypsum and 
lime as in the previous experiment, wero made. These pots 
(1) "Radicicela Solutisn," 
Diseelve in 1000 cc ®f tep water 
10 gms Saccharose 
1 gm K2HPO4 
Stir until disselved. Neutralize, 
using phenelphthalein as indicator. Sterilize 
in the autoclave at 15 lbs, pressure for 15 minute 
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were sawn to alfalfa, field peas, red clover and soy "beans. 
Just l>efore sowing, the seeds were inoculated with pia-e 
cultures ®f B, radicicola. The moisture content of the 
liots was kept up to fifteen per cent. At the end of the 
experiment the crops were harvested, dried and weighed. 
They 'srere ground finely and determinationa of total 
nitrogen and potassium were made in duplicates. The total 
nitrogen content of the soil TTSS determined "by the usual 
Kjeldolil laethod using CuS04 &nd K25O4 for the digestion with 
H2SO4 and using the aeration method of distillation. 
In order to deterRiine water soluble potassium, 100 gms, 
of soil ivere shaken with 200 cc of distilled water for four 
hours in a laechanical shaker. The clear, supernatant 
liquid was filtered and aliquot portions of the filtrate 
were taken to determine soluTsle potassium. TJje fusion 
for total potassiurai was accomplished acoordine to the 
method of J, Laurence Smith for total alkali. Potassiian 
^as precipitated as the platinic chloride without previous 
removal of caloim, v/hich was subsequently removed "by 
\mshins with acidulated alcohol, (see Moore, J, M, Chem. 
Soc, Vol, XX., pp 3^0-3'^3.) J'otassium was weighed as 
potassium platinic chloride in the case of the mter 
soluble as well as in the case of total potassium. 
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T11E 3AGTJilR10LOaiGAI. RBSULTS 
Ammonificatiorit Hitrification and Azofication 
The results of the teats of atisionification, aitiifica-
tion and aaoficatlon at the first sonpling are given in 
table 2, 
SIxamining this table it is evident that the gyijmonifi. 
oation ef dried Talood "wae reduced by all the applications 
gypsuai and greatest reduction ooourring ivhera the-
gypsum was applied at the rate of 1000 lbs, per acre. 
The application of lime with the gypsum did not increase 
amraonification iDut on the other hand decreased it consider­
ably, This effect of lime was hardly ey^peoted since the 
applioation of lime alone greatly stimulated auamonification. 
Hitrificatian also was slightly reduced in the soils 
which received the various aneunta of gypsum alone, but the 
process was increased considerably where lime alane, ©r 
lime with gypsiaa were used, the gypsum and lime together 
3h0??ing a greater increase than the line alone. This 
increase in nitrification froia the use of lime bears out 
previous results which have ^own that the nitrifying 
ergsnisaiB are very seneitive to a lack of lime. The 
"beneficial effect ©f gypsum with lime indicates that the 
effect of the material on nitrification may be changed 
froffi detriiacntal to desirable by applying it with lime, 
3!here was a marked increase in the azafying power of 
the soil when otjsubi alane '.vae applied, the smallest 
applioation aho'^^ing the greatest effect. When lime was 
EFFECT OF CaS04 ON AW/OKIFIGATICN, NITRIFICATION AMD ;AZ0FIGATI0N. 
NO Lbs. of CaSO^ 
and tons of 
CaC03per acre 
M?MONIFICAT.ION NITRIFICATION AZOFICATION: 
mg. 01 NH3.Ni-
trogen in .100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mg. of NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mg. of N fixed 
in 100 gr. of 
air dry soil " 
AVERAGE 
1 . None 130.7 10.6 1.5 
2 • None 130.9 130.80 10.4 10. bO 1. 5 1.50 
3 3^ tons CaC03 150.7 16.56 4.50 
4 3|- tons CaC03 150.0 150.35 16.56 16.56 4.50 4.50 
• 5 100 lbs.CaS04 126.0 8.9 6.0 
6 100 lbs.CaS04^ 123.9 124.95 8.9 8.90 6.5 6.25 
7 500 lbs.CaS04 129.1 9.3 4.0 
8 It H II 
• 
130.4 129.75 9,3 9.30 4.0 4.00 
9 1000 lb8.CaS04 62.6 10.55 4.0 
10 t» ft rt 63.2 62.90 10.33 10.44 4.25 4.12 
11 
100 lb3.CaS04 
3^ tons CaC03 
72.4 17.41 io.o 
1 2 
same as 
NO. 11 
1 
71.3 i 71.85 17.20 17.30 11.5 10.75 
13 
500 lb3.CaS04 
V-
3^ tons CaC03 
1 
73.2 [ 
i 
20.65 10. 5 
14 
Same as 
NO. 13 72.2 72.70 20.65 20.65 10.6 10.55 
15 
J^OO lbs.CaS04 
-J-
3^ tons GaG03 
66.9 
i  
1 
i  
20.6 12.0 
same as 
NO. 15— S61 6 30^  1 20.fin 12.25 
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added with th« gypsum a tttill greater effect •n aaeficatlon 
was evidenced# the largest emaunt in this oas® giving the 
greatest effect. Litne E>liowed about the aasie influence as 
gypsum alone and the large increase with the two materiala 
was evidently due te .the gypsum. As in the case of 
nitrificatien, gypsum seemed to exert its largest influenoe 
©n azefication when the acidity ©f the soil was neutralized 
with lime. 
Ihe results secured at the second sampling appear 
in table 3, 
ISxamining this table it is found that the ainiiioni-
fioatian of dried "blood was not affected": by the small 
emounts of gypsum but the larger applications gave an 
increase which was quite pronounced with the largest 
amount, 1?hen lime was used with the gypaum, still larger 
increases were obtained, the smallest essount of gypsum 
giving the greatest effect in this case. Lime alone 
brought about an increase just as it did at the first 
data, and only in one case did the gypsum with lime 
show an increase over the lime alone, 
Nitrification was increased in the soil that had 
received gypsum at the rate of 1000 lbs. per acre, 
Saaller applications of the gypsm than this had no 
effect on the nitrifying erganisms. Lime alone stimulated 
nitrification and gypsum with lime gave a still greater 
stimulation on the activities of nitrifying organisms. 
EFFECT OF CaS04 ON AWMONIFICATION ,NITRIFICATION AND AZOFICATION 
NO. Lbs. of C«iS04 
and tons of 
GaC03 per acre 
AMUfONIFIGATION NITRIFICATION AZOFICATim 
Dig. 61 NH3 Ni­
trogen in 100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mg. 01 NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
•"rag. of fj fixed 
in 100 gr. of 
air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
1 None 95.9 13.9 1.2 
2 t l  97.3 96.60 13.9 13.90 1.2 1. 20 
3 3:^- tons CaCOs 136.95 16.1 1.7 
4 If  I t  t*  139,81 138.38 15.3 15.70 1.7 1.70 
5 100 lbs. GaSO^ 84^15 12.2 4.7 
6 M r l  » t  94.71 89.43 12.2 12.20 4.3 4.50 
7 500 lbs. CaS04 103.07 13.3 4.8 
8 « »l  M 101.64 102.35 13.3 13.30 4.8 4.80 
9 1000 lb8.CaS04 113.19 15.1 6.3 
10 t l  •»  114.07 113.63 16.7 16.40 6.3 6.30 
11 
100 lbs. CaSO/ 
f 
3^- tons CaC03 
153.35 17.2 9.55 
12 
same as 
NO. 11. 155.22 154.28 18.2 17.70 7.05 8.30 
13 
500 lbs. CaS04 
3^ tons CaCOs 
118.47 17.3 4.3 
14 
same as 
NO. 13. 113.08 115.77 17.3 17.30 4.3 4.30 
15 
1000 lbs.CaS04 
•f-
3^ tone CaG03 
135.3 12.1 2.8 
16 1 
same as 
NO. 15 1 3.36.4 135.85 12.4 12.25 2.8 k 1 2.80 
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except TR^ere the largest application of gypsum was made 
in which case n© effect ef either material was neted, 
Azofication was increased where gypsum al»n« was 
applied* the greatest increase occurring with the 
application of the largest siaount of gypsum, Licse alone 
had a slight effect and gypeim with liirie showed & greater 
effect tiian £yi)s\m alone, only with the ICO lbs. 
api?licatian. With the larger aciounta the activities ®f 
azsfying organisms were reduced. 
It may "fce noted in this table that gypBum applied 
alone at the rate ef 1000 lbs. per acre increased the 
activities of the azefying and the nitrifying org^^nisma* 
but when an application of lime was made ^ith it these 
pracesses were deereased. On the other hand» lime 
applied with gypsum at the rat® of 1000 l"bs. increased 
suTtmonificaticn more than did the gypsum alone. 
The results obtained at the third sampling are given 
in table 4, 
fhe gypsum applied at the rate of 1000 Ihs. per acre 
showed a slight increase in the amonificatlon of dried 
"bloed "While the smaller applications had no effect. Lime 
alone increased ;aiir;ionification and irhen the two jaaterials 
were used together, the aramonifying potrer of the soil 
was increased but the increase was smaller than \7hen the 
lime was applied alone. 
At this;sampling, gypsum did not have any pronounced 
effect on nitiification except when applied at the rate 
NO. Lbs. of CaS04 
and tons of 
cacos per acre 
AMMONIFIGATTON NITRIFIGATION A20FICATI0N , . 
mg. of NH3 Ni­
trogen in 100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 gr. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of N fixed in 
100 gr. of ai'r dry 
soil 
AVERAGE 
1 ' None 132.7 18.0 2.75 
2 134.1 133.40 18.4 18.20 2.75 2.75 
3 3^ tons CaCOq 167.5 24.5 2.25 
4 t f  f t  f f  158.2 162.85 24.5 24.50 2.25 2.25 
5 100 Ihs. GaS04 130.4 20.6 4,75 
6 t«  t f  t f  131.3 130.85 20.7 20.65 4.75 4.75 
7 500 lbs. CaS04 129.4 14.4 1.75 
8 I I  M -  11  127.1 128.25 •14.4 14.40 1.75 1.75 
9 1000 lbs. CaS04 135.1 15.3 2.25 
10 »I t  •»  t«  135.8 135.45 15.3 15.30 2.25 2.25 
11 
100 lbs. GfciS04 
i~ 
3^ tons CaC03 
141.0 16.7 • 3.75 
12 
same as 
NO. 11 
< 
142.2 141.6 17.3 17.00 3.25 3. 50 
13 
500 Iba. CaS04 
-f-
3|- tons CaC03 
148.8 16.2 3.00 
14 
same as 
NO. 13 147.9 148.35 16.2 16.20 3,75 3.37 
15 
1000 lb8.CaS04 
3^ tons CaGOg 
158.1 15.5 9.75 
/ 
16 
same as 
NO. 15 158.5 158.30 15.6 15.55 9.75 • 9.75 
of 100 lbs, per acre when a slight increase in nitrifica­
tion occurrod, Lim® alone increased nitrification but 
when used '^srith gj^sum there ^ as no effect evidenced on 
the procoasj the nitrifying power "being actually lof;er 
then in the checlc soil. 
There vyas a war3s:edincrease In the esofySng power of 
the aoil, when gypsm was applied at the rate of 100 lha. 
per acre, but the larger applications had no effect 
whatever. 
Liiiie alone had no effect on this process but, ti?hen 
used •^vith ^2y-p5van increases were obtained in every case, 
the-greatest increace occurring when the gypsura -^ss 
applied at the rate of 1000 lbs, per acre, 
The results'of the tests of r^onification, nitrifi­
cation and azofication at the fourth sampling ore given 
in table 5. 
Ex^ining this table it is evident that the aamonl-
fying povifer of the soil organisms was slightly decreased 
by all the applications of gypsum. Lime alone and lime 
applied with gypsum in the various amounts increased 
aiamonification, the greatest increase OGCurring when the 
sypsutft was applied at the rate of ^00 lbs, per acre, 
OypsuBi applied alone decreased nitrification, the 
greatest decrease occurring with the application of 
1000 lbs, per acre, X.ime aloti© increased the process, 
but lijsie arith gypsua showed no effect except where the 
5A^^PLING 4. 
OF GaS04 ON ATr'^'n?nFTCATION, NITRIFICATION ANP :AZOFICATION 
Mf.'ONIFICATION " NITRIFICATlCN AZOFICATION 
NO. Lbs. of CaS04 
and tons of 
CaC03 per acre 
rag a. of NH3 Ni­
trogen in 100 grs. 
of air dry 'aoil 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 grs. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of N fixed in 
100 grs. of air dry 
soil 
AVERAGE 
1 None 126.85 14.67 2.90 
2 f t  125,67 126.26 14.67 14.67 2.90 2,90 
3 3|- tone CaC03 152.45 21.84 5.60 
, 4 t t  M I I  151.15 . 151.80 21.87 21.87 5.60 5.60 
5 100 lbs.- CGSO4 121.42 12.27 10.60 
6 t t  t l  t t  119.88 120.65 12.27 12.27 8.60 9.60 
7 •500 lb8. GaSO^ 123.78 12.45 2.60 
8 f t  » l  I t  124.84 124.31 12.30 12.37 2.60 2.60 
9 IDOO lbs.GasO4. 116.58 9.05 2.40 
10 f t  I t  f t  111.94 114.26 9.05 9.05 2.90 2.65 
11 
100 lbs. Caso^ 
3^ tone CaCO^ 
12B.62 13.10 6.10 
12 
same as 
NO. 11 129.47 129.04 12.84 12.97 6.60 6.35 
13 
5Q0 lbs. Ca504 
•/-
3^ tons lime 
16R.62 13.55 6.60 
14 
Same as 
NO. 13. 157.67 168.14 14.00 13.77 6.60 6.60 
15 
1000 Ibs.CasO^ 
• "f~ 
Si tons CaCOg 
'l56,35 18.03 3.60 
16 
Game as 
NO. 15 155.52 155.93 17.90 17.96 3.10 3.35 
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largest amounts of gypsum per acre were uaed when a dis­
tinct increase occurred. 
A;2os'ication was greatly increased with the application 
of gypsum at the rate of 100 l"ba, per acre, hut the 
larger amounts showed no effect whateyer, Liiae increased 
the process and lime with the vatrious applications of 
gypsum also showed an increase over the checlc soli in all 
cases and over the liia|d soil in all cases except M^ere 
the largest amount of gypsum was used. 
On the whole, the results obtained at this sampling 
show no effect from the applications of gypsum alone and 
when used with lime the increases were generally less than 
those secured with lime alone. Only in the case of 
amonification were the increases from the two materials 
greater than from the lime alone. 
The results secured at the fifth sampling are 
given in table 6, 
Gyp sum, applications increased eKumonification, the 
8mal7i.sst increase occurring when the gypsum was applied 
at the rate of lOOO lbs, per acre. Lime alone increased 
the process and when applied with gypsum a still greater 
effect was noted except where the 1000 lb. application 
of gypsijm was made, 
Nitrification was decreased with all the applications 
of gypsum alone, but when the gypsun was applied with 
lime, increases were secured which were smaller however 
than that brought about by the lime alone. 
GA¥PLING 5.  
TrFFl!;CT OF Caso^ ON A»/?'ONIFICATION, NITRIFICATION AND AZOFICATION 
4 
NO. Lbs. of GaS04 
and tons of 
CaCOs per acre 
AM?<fONIFIGATIC )N NITRIFIC.\TION AZOFICATION: ; : ; 
• mgs. of NH3 Ni­
trogen in 100 grs. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 grs. 
of air dry soil 
AVERAGE 
nigs, of N fixed in 
100 grs. of air 
dry soil 
AVERAGE 
1 None 134.52 12.1 .2.0 
2 I f  134.52 134.52 12.5 12.30 2.0 2.00 
3 3^ tons CaCOg 203.55 17.4 4. 5 
4 t i  H  r r  202,60 203.07 17.6 17. 50 4. 5 4.50 
5 100 lbs. CaS04 142.83 9.9 1.5 
6 j t  It It 142.07 142.48 9.3 9.60 1.5 1.50 
7 500 lbs. CaS04 143.96 6.7 2.0 
8 »•  I f  t1  142.78 143.37 - 7.7 7.20 2.0 2.00 
9 1000 lb8.CaS04 136.40 10.5 3.5 
10 I I  «»  f t  136.76 136.58 10.3 10.40 3.5 3.50 
11 
100 lbs. CasOA 
3^ tons CaCOr^ 
209.09 15.5 6.5 
12 
same as 
NO. 11 209.80 209.44 15.4 15.45 6.5 6.50 
13 
500 lbs. GaS04 
3;^ tons CaCOg 
. 207.44 15.7 8.5 
14 
Same as  
N O .  13 206.73 207.08 16.3 16.00 8.5 ;/ 6.50 
15 
1000 lb8.CaS04 
-h 
3^ tons CaCCs 
172.75 Ib.O 
' 
5.5 
16 
Same as 
N O .  15 172.28 1 172. 51 14.4 14.7 5.5 5.50 
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Aaofioation wae not affected by the aaaller applications 
of gypsum, but the largeat aeaount increased the process 
slightly* ^en used with liiaeg however, distinct increases 
were obtained, all of t^ioh were greater than that given by 
the use of lime alone. 
At this sampling gypsum alone showed an influence only 
in the fflnnonification process but when used with lime 
distinct increases were shown in aaofication also. The 
nitrification process was affected less by the two materials 
together than by the lime alone. 
The results obtained at the sixth sampling appear in 
table 7» 
Amaonification was decreased at this sampling by all 
the applications of gypsum, the greatest decrease occurring 
with the smallest application. Lime alone showed inorease 
In amaonification and gypsum with lira® also showed a conaid4 
erable increase over the check soil, but a smaller effect than 
the lime alone, 
Nitrification was also decreased by the application of gyp­
sum alone, except with the 100 lbs, amount, but when lime was 
used with the gypsum the process was stimulated. The greatdst 
inorease in nitrification, however, was secured, as in the case 
of ammonification, by the application of lime alone, 
Aaofication was decreased by the larger applications of 
gypsiJBfl, while the ^application of 100 lbs, per acre had no 
effect, V/hen used with lime distinct increases in aaofication 
were secured, the greatest increase occurring with the 
SAT'PLXNG 6-
KFFECT OF Gaso^ ON A^''^^ONrFrCATIO^r, MITRIFICATIOW AND AZOFICATXON 
ATWONTTrrOATION NTTRTFICATION AZOFICATXON 
NO. Lbs. of r:aS04 
and tons of 
CaC03 per acre 
mgS'. of NH3 Ni-
tropen in 100 grs. 
of air dry soil 
AVT!:RAOT^ 
• mgs. of NO3 Ni­
trogen in 100 grs. 
of air dry soil 
AW.B.tXG'E 
mgs. of N fixed in 
100 grs. of air 
dry soil 
A'/KRAGE 
1 None 136.75 9.40 3.0 
2 »• 132.04 134.40 9.40 9.40 3.0 3.00 
3 tons CaC03 211.20 14.60 5.0 
4 t f  M f l  211.20 211.20 16.00 15.30 5.0 5.00 
5 100 lbs. CaS04 120.95 10.40 3.0 
6 ! l  H f t  1.20.59 120.77 11.40 • 10.90 3.0 3.00 
7 500 lbs. OaSO^ 134.28 8.00 2.0 
8 r i  f l  , 133.57 133.92 9.10 8.55 2.0 2.00 
9 1000 lbs. cas04 121.54 8.50 1.0 
10 1* I I  f t  124.49 123.01 8.00 8. 25 1.0. 1.00 
11 
100 lbs. caso^ 
-h 
3^ tons GTIGOG 
198.12 14.00 14.5 
12 
Sarae as 
N O .  11 193.28 195,70 14.30 14.15 14.5 14.50 
13 
500 lbs. CasO^ 
3^ tons CocOg 
204.02 12.60 6.5 
14 
same as 
No. 13. 207 .-32 205.67 12.60 12.6 6. 5 6. 50 
15 
1000 lbs. GaS04 
-h 
3|- tons CaCOr^ 
192.59 13.60 5.0 
16 
same as 
No. 15 195.29 193.99 13.60 13.6 5.0 5.00 
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SBBallest amount of gypsua. in every oase the two materials 
showed a greater effect than the liiae alone. 
At this sampling gypstna alone did not increase the 
proocsa of aBanonificatioa. nitrification and azofication, 
"but in most cases showed slight decreaaes. Ihen used with 
lime, however, there were obtained increases in azofication 
greater than from lime along, nitrification and ammonifica-
tion were not thus affected, 
OTECT Qg g^SOM OK B. RADIOlOOLA 
The results of the tests of the quantities of nitrogen 
fixed hy the pur® culture of B. radicieola from the nodules 
of red clover appear in table 8, 
The amount of nitrogen fixed "by B, radicicola in the 
ansterilized soil was somewhat reduced by the gypsum 
while the liae brought about practically no effect. The 
two materials together however, gave a decided inoreaee. 
In the sterilissed soil both lime and gypsum increased 
the fixation of nitrogen, the lira® giving the greater 
effect. The influence of the two materials in this 
case, however, was no greater than the effect of gypsum 
alone and was smaller than the effect of the lime alone. 
The results seqtired on th® aiaounts of nitrogen fixed 
by B. radicicola from alfalfa, field peas, red clover 
and soy beans are given in table 9. 
Observing the table, it is found that the ianount 
of nitrogen fixed by the organisms from alfalfa was 
TABLB VIII. 
EFTKCT OF STEi^ILlZATIC®} GF THS SOIL ON AZ0FICATIC3J BY B. RADICICOLA 
FROK RED CLOVER AT«) ON HlTaiFICATICai 
0NSTSRILI2SD SOIL STBRXLmD son. 
SO. Lbs. of CaS04 
ftnd tons of CftCOs 
per aer% 
AZOFIGATI(»? AZOFICATK^ 
fflgs. of Nitrogea 
fixed in 100 gr. soil . AVERAOS 
mgs. of Nitrogen 
fixed in 100 gr.soil AVERAGB 
1 NonA 9.25 4.75 
2 If 12.25 10.75 5.25 5.0 
3 tons CBCO3 9.75 11. 2S 
4 n M n 10.25 10.00 16.75 14.0 
5 500 Ibsa GaS04 11.25 9. 2S 
6 R » n 8.25 9.75 12.25 10.76 
7 
^0 lbs. C&SCJ4 
4" 
3|- tons CSCO3 14. 35 9. 25 
S 
Sasae as 
SuBtber 7 18.75 16.5 11.75 10.50 
. AZOPICATION • BY B. RADICICOLA 
STRAINS OF ALFAL''\A, FIELD PEAS, R«rD CLOVKR, AND SOY BEANS. 
NO. Lbs. of CaSO^ 
ALFALFA FIFF.D P5AS R'T) OT.OVFF SOY BFAKS 
and tons of 
CaCOg per acre 
mgs. of M fix6d 
in 100 gr. of 
soil. 
AVFRAOK rags, of M 
fixed in 100 
gr. of soil 
AVTiTRAGF ingc. of »<?• 
fixed in IOC 
gr. of soil 
AVFRAGE mgs. of N 
fixed in 100 
gr. of aoil 
AVERAGE 
1 None 1.15 4.25 0.25 6.75 
2 1.15 1; 15 4.25 4.25 0.25 0.25 6.75 6.75 
3 3^ tons GaCO^ 4.25 3.75 2.75 4,75 
4 t f  I I  M 4. 25 4. 25 3.75 3.75 2.25 2.50 4.75 4.75 
5 100 lbs. CaSO^. 4.25 3.75 1.75 3.75 
6  «t  TI  t f  4.25 4.25 3.75 3.75 1.75 1.75 3.75 3.75 
7 500 lbs. CaSO^ q..25 9.25 1.75 7.75 
O M t f  f f  qL.25 t i.25 11.25 10.75 1.75 1.75 7.75 7.75 
9 1000 Ibs.CaSO^ 6.75 8.75 4.25 6.25 
10 »f  M l?  6,75 6.75 8.75 8.75 4.25 4.25 6.25 6.25 
11 
ICO lbs. Ca504 
t 
3^- tons Ce-OOg 
6.25 6.75 2.2& 7.75 
12 
Same as 
No. 11 5.75 6.00 
s  
6.75 6.75 2.7 5 2. 50 7.75 7.75 . 
13 
500 lbs. C£iS04 
"h 
3-^ tons CaC03 
4.25 6.25 4.75 8.25 
14 
Saine as 
NO". 13 4. 25 4. 25 6. 25 6. 25 4.75 4.75 8.25 8.25 
15 
1000 Ibe.caSO^ 
t" 
3^ tons CaCO-^ 
4. 25 6.25 3. 25 6.25 
16 
Same as 
N O .  15. 4. 25 4. 2 b 6 . 25 1  6. 25 3 . 2 5  1  3 .  25 6.  25 G. 25 
•25" 
increased "by the application of sypsvan to the soil, the 
100 I'b. and ^'00 ITD. applications showing the eame effect 
^ile the 1000 Ih, amount gave a greater effect. The lime 
gave about the same influence as the smaller amounts of 
gypsma and the two materials together showed no effect on 
the single application except with the 100 lb. amount, 
when a slight gain was noted. In the caae of the organism 
froBi the field peas the lime and smallest asiount of gypsum 
had no effect, but the larger amounts of gypsum showed a 
distinct increase, The two materials together had less 
effect than the gypsm alone except in the case of smallest 
a»aount. 
» 
Th® organism from red clover produced increase in 
nitrogen fixing power by both lime and gypsijon, the largest 
mount showing tha greatest effect. Y»lth the two materials 
together, sli^tly greater effects were noted except in 
one case, 
The soy beans organism was reduced in fixing power by 
the lime and 100 lbs, of gypstas and the larger amounts of 
gypsum had little effect. The two materials together had 
little effect over the gypsura alone except with the smallest 
amount when a gain was noted. 
It is evident from these results in general that the 
•a^aount of nitrogen fixed by radicicola was increased when 
the larger quantities of gypsum were applied; the smaller 
amounts frequently lowing a decrease. An application of 
••26"» 
lime with gypsum did not seeis to have any pronounced effect 
on the nitrogen fixed and indeed, in aeveral cases, lime 
with large amounts of gypsum actually decreased the wnount 
of nitrogen fixed when oonpared with the effects of large 
sraounts of gypaum applied alone. 
The results secured on the nitrogen fixed "by B, radicicola 
in solution tests with various amounts of gypsum applied, appear 
in tahle 10, 
Examining this table it is found that there was no marked 
increase or decrease in the amounts of nitrogen fixed by any 
of the cultures either with the application of gypsua 
alone or with the addition of gypaum and lizse together. 
In a few oases slight increases in the amounts of nitrogen 
fixed were obtained, where the largest amounts of gypsum 
was applied, but the effects in these cases were not great. 
The amounts of nitrogen fixed by B. radioicola were 
much greater in the soil than in the solution, Wnich fact 
is very likely due to the differences in the soil and the 
solution as a medium for th© growth of these organisms. 
The liquid medium is hardly as satisfactory for the study of 
the activities of soil microorganisias since aeration 
conditions are generially unsatisfactory for their best 
activities, 
CHOP HE3ULTS 
The results of the crop tests of clover and wheat 
appear in table 11, 
AZOFIGATION ET B. RADIGICGLA 
STRAINS OF ALFALFA, FIELD PKA5, RED OhOVFR, AND SOY BEAMS 
NO. Ijbs. of CaS04 
and toriQ of 
CaG03 per g.cre 
ALFALFA CAjNADA FIELD PSAS RED CLOVHR SOY BEANS 
raga. of Ni­
trogen fixed 
per 100 cc. 
of solution 
AVERAGE 
mgs. of Ni­
trogen fixed 
per 100 cc. 
of solution 
AVKRAGK 
rags, of Ni~ 
trogen fixed 
per 100 cc. 
of solution 
AVFRAGE 
mgs. of Ni­
trogen fixed 
per 100 cc. 
of solution 
AVERAGE 
1 None 2.5 2.7 2.5 1.8 
2 f t  2.6 2. 56 2.0' 2.35 2.5 2.50 2.0 1.90 
3 2 tons C«003 1.7 2-3 1.8 
4 1?  n t t  2.9 -2.85 1.9 l.RC 2.3 2.30 1.7 1.75 
5 XCC XIDO* 2.2 2. 2 1.8 2.0 
6 • t  «T J f  2. 2 2. 2C 2,1 2.15 1.4 1.60 2.Q 2.45 
7 5CG lbs. OaSO^ 2.6 2.4 2.0 2.9 
n »f  n  u 2.5 2.55 1 ,8  • 2.10 2.0 1 L
,
 
i 
•
 0
 
jo
 
1 .2.3 2.60 
9 1000 lbs.GQS04 3.0 2,0 -1.5 2.9 
10 t>  I f  t i  2.8 2.90 4.4 3. 20 1.4 3.. 45 3.0 2.95 
11 
IOC lbs. CaS04 
2 tone CaC03 
2.7 2.5 1.3 
• 
2.2 
12 
Same as 
^3o. 11. 3.0 2.85 2.4 2.45 1.3 1.30 2.5 2.35 
13 
500 lbs. CaSO/i 
t' 
2 tone C£i003 
2.4 2.5 2.9 2.6 
14 
Same as 
No. 13 2.G 2.50 2.4 - 2.45 1.8 2.85 • 2.5 2.55 
15 
1000 lbE.CaS04 
i" 
2 tons CaG03 
2.8 2.5 1.6 2.1 
16 
Sajii c ao 
NO. 15 1 3.0 2.90 » 2.3 2,40 1.8 1.70 1.9 2.00 
• / ' i \ . i  ' f  i l j  I  O i ' i  
TABLE XI.  
CROP YIELDS - DRY 'EIGHT 
NO. Lbs. of CaS04 ^'HEAT CLOVT^R 
and tons of 
Ca!;;03 per acre 
nrama of dry 
weight per pot 
AVFRAr.E Grams of dry 
weight per pot 
AVERAGE 
1 None 60.00 80 ."OO 
2 tf 70.00 65.00 70.00 75.00 
3 3^ tons CaC03 94.50 120.00 
• 4 •t »• It 116.50 105.50 123.00 * 1 21.50 
5 100 lbs. CaS04 64.00 70.00 
6 n »» • ft • 67.00 65. 50 72.00 71.00 
7 500 lbs. Cs-SO^ 68.00 73.00 
, 8 tf »t ri 69,00 68.50 78; 00 75.50 
9 1000 lb8.Ga504 69.00 134.00 
10 »( ft ir 64.00 66.50 131.00 132.50 
11 
100 lbs. CaSOA 
3-g- tons CaCO^ 
86.00 
- * 
115.00 
12 
Sams as 
NO. 11 89.00 \ 
o
 
.
 
co 111.00 113.00 
13 
500 lbs. Gas04 
. 4" 
3^- tons CaCOs 
70.50 120.00 . 
14 
same as 
N 0. 13 78.00 74.25 127.00 123,50 
15 
1000 lbs. Caa04 
3^ tons GaCOs 
80,00 125.00 
16 
same as 
NO. 15 7R.00 79.00 122.00 123.50 
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Observing the results given in this table it is evident 
that the application of gypsum alone did not show any effect 
on the yield of wheat, but the largest application of gypsum 
greatly increased the yield of red clover, Licie alone 
Increased the yield of the wheats crop considerably, but when 
applied with gypsum the increase was much smaller; the effect 
was greater, however, than where gypeum was used alone, Lime 
alone and lime with gypsum increased the yields of th'^ red 
clover crop, but in no case was the increase cxuite as great 
as when gypsm was applied alone at the rate of 1000 lbs, 
per acre, 
Bxaaiining the crop yields obtained in the subseciuent 
tables 13, 14, and 16, it is atill aore evident that the 
gypsun applications did not increase to any marked extent 
the yields of alfalfa, field peas, red clover, and soy beans,, 
when these crop® were inoculated with the proper cultures 
of B, radicicola. 
Talcing the crop results as a whole, it is evident that 
applications of gypsua had very little effect, if any, on 
wheat or leguminous crops grown on Miami silt loam soil. 
TIIB AVAIL AI3ILITY OF PL ANY FOOItS 
The results obtained on the acidity of the soil and on 
the production of water soluble potassim are given in table 12, 
Observing these results it is found that the acidity 
of the soil was increased by the application of gypsuni, the 
ACIDITY AMD SOLUBLK POTAESIU7»t .  
NO. Lbs. of CaS04 
and tons of 
C«iC03 per acre 
ACIDITY m ^TER SOLUBI .E POTASSIUM 
I,bs. of (3aC03 
requirddnt to 
correct aciriity 
of an acre- - ; i. 
AVERAGE PER CENT AVERAGE 
Pounds , 
Eer acre AVERAGE 
i None fiOO -.0037 74 
2 t r  675 637 .0037 .0037 74 74 
3 3^ tons OacOs None .0075 150 
4 f t  I f  t t  Bone .0077 .0076 154 ' 152 
5 100 lbs. Ca504 1625 .0036 72 
6 I I  9* t t  1625 ibiib . uUiJb .0036 72 72 
7 500 lbs. CaS04 1R75 .0020 40 
8 II It n 1850 1B62 .0020 .0020 40 40 
9 1000 Ibs.OaSOA 1900 .0048 96 
10 t l  t t  I t  1900 1900 .0047 . 0047 94 95 
11 
100 lbs. CaSOd 
+ 
3^ tens CaG03 
125 " .0099 198 
12 
Same as 
N O .  11 100 112 .0099 .0099 198 198 
13 
500 Iba. CasOA 
t  
3 .^ tons CaC03 
50 .0098 196 
14 
same as 
N O .  13 200 125 .0095 .0096 190 193 
15 
1000 lbB.CaS04 
3;!^ tons CaC03 
35 .0093 186 
16 
same as 
N O .  15 12.- 5 1 .0090 .0091 180 183 
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larger amount giving the greatest increase. Beyond 500 
lbs. per acre, however, there seaned to be little additional 
influence on the acidity. The acidity in the untreated 
9oii was much lees than when the experiaent waa begun, 
probably due to the alkalinity of the tap water used on 
th® soil. 
The production of water soluble potasaitM in the soil 
was apparently not effected by trie use of Waller amounts 
of gypsum, but there waa a slight increase when 1000 lbs, 
were used. With the ?00 lb. application there was a slight 
decrease but the difference was not great. The application 
of lime alone and lime with gypsum increased considerably 
the production of soluble potasaiiam, the greatest increase 
occurring when th® smallest amount of gypsum used, but 
the difference here was not great. Gypsuia and lime together 
seemed to estert a greater effect than liiae alone. 
The effects of gypsuta on the production of soluble 
potasaim and on the total nitrogen content of the soil 
and on the total potaesiiaa and total nitrogen in alfalfa 
appear in table 13, 
i^asiining this table it is quite evident that ttiere 
was little effect on the crop yields; alight increases 
were noted when gypsum and lime were applied together, the 
total nitrogen and total potassium content of the crop was 
not affected by the application of gypsum. 
The total nitrogen content of the soil was not affected 
by the gypsum except in one case when lime and gypsua at the 
rate of 1000 lbs. per acre were applied together and this 
AND ON THE TOTAL NITHOOEM CONTENT OF THF INOCIJI.ATED SOIL AND OROP OF ALFALFA. 
NO. Lb8. of 
Gypsum 
(Ca504) 
per acre 
Tons of 
Lime­
stone 
fCaCOs) 
per acre 
C R O P  S O I L  
crop 
Yields , 
in grs. 
Total 
Nitrogen 
Total 
potasaiuin 
Total 
Nitrogen water sol> jble potassii^sn. 
per 
pot 
Aver. f. Nitro­
gen. 
Aver, ^ potas-
siiim. 
Aver. *'g8. of 
Nitrogen 
per 100 
grs. of 
soil. 
Aver. potas­
sium. 
Aver. " ^ Lbs. to 
the acre 
Average 
1 . Nil Nil 3.25 3;08 1.41 93 .0029 57.80 
2 n 3.30 1.33 93 .0016 32.16 
3 t» »« 3.30 3.60 1.44 93 .0022 45.02 
4 f» It 3.27 3.60 3^39 T; 22 1.35 93 93 .0022 - .0022 45.02 45.00 
5 ft 3:^ tons 3.30 3.10 
-
1.30 87 .0029 57.80 
6 . It II II 3.20 1.27 87 .0016 32.16 
7 f» ft. 11 3.00 2,98 1^06 89 .0016 32.16 
8 i» It «l 3.15 3.20 3.12 1.09 1-18 89 88 .0012 .0018 25.72 36.96 
9 100 lbs. Nil 3.75 3.48 1.42 93 .0029 57.80 
10 It . fl If 3.60 1.49 93 .0022 45.02 
11 <• «t II 2.50 3.60 1.39 93 .0032 64.32 
12 tl ft II 3.12 3.60 3.57 1.36 1.41 93 93 .0032 .0029 64.32 57.86 
13 500 lbs. It 2.50 3.76 1.56 98 .0016 32.16 
14 It 3.76 1.41 90 .0029 57.80 
15 ff ^ «t tf 3.25 3.62 1.44 93 .0029 57.80 
16 tr n II 3.62 3.69 1.52 1.48 94 94 .0025 .0025 51.45 49.80 
17 1000 lb. It 3.75 3.54 1.43 93 .0012 25.72 
18 fl t! It 4.06 1.06 93 . .0019 38.59 
19 It ft If 4.00 3.66 1.22 92 .0045 90.04 
20 ri It rl 3.50 3.66 3.73 .99 1.17 106 96 .0054 .0032 109.34 78.42 
21 100 lbs. 3^ tons 5.40 3,64 .83 92 .0041 83.61 
22 It tl M It 3.64 .80 95 .0041 83.61 
23 tf ft fl fl 4.25 3.16 • .67 93 .0016 32.16 
24 tl t» fl II 4.70 3.50 3.48 .73 0.76 92 93 .0016 .0028 32.16 57.88 
25 500 lbs. •1 tl 3. 25 3.60 .98 93 .0016 32.16 
26 If fl ft It 3.50 .94 93 .0019 38,59 
27 It tl 11 fl 4.50 3,24 .70 116 .0029 57.80 
28 II 11 It ft 3.75 3.10 3.36 .73 0.84 116 1045^- .0025 .0022 51.45 45.00 
29 1000 lb. n II 5.50 4.24 .95 95 .0019 38.59 
30 ft tl 11 II 4.14 94 .0012 25.72 
31 H l» "i* I» ' " 3.00 3.72 .90 93 .0029 57.80 
32 If fl II fl 4.25 3.76 3.96 .90 0.87 — 94 .0029 .0022 57.80 44.98 
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result is not oonolusive. 
The water soluble potassium in the soil was increased 
by the applioation of gypsum and the greatest increase 
occurred when the gypsum was added at the rate of 1000 lbs, 
per acre. The applioation of lime alone lowered slightly 
the eenount of soluble potaseitjoii in the soil and its use with 
gypsum in most oases, also reduced the action of gypsum 
alone upon the production of soluble potassium. 
The results secured in a similar test using Canada 
field peas instead of alfalfa appear in table 14, 
Observing the results in this table, it is found that 
the application of gypsum did not increase the crop yield 
except in one case and in fact, in most instances a de«> 
pression was noted. 
The total nitrogen and total potassium in the crop was 
little influenced by the gypsiaa either alone or with lime 
and in the case of the ^00 and 1000 lb, applications of 
gypsum alone decreases were noted. Lime alone did not 
increase the nitrogen content of the crop, but a slight 
increase in potassium occurred, ^ich disappeared however, 
•'fhen gypsum was added with the lime. 
The application of gypsum had little or no effect on 
the nitrogen content of the soil only in one instance 
showing any appreciable influence. 
The water soluble potassium in the soil was increased 
AND Oil THK TOTAI, NTTRCOim "cONTBMT OF THK INOCTH.ATKn SOIL. AND CROP OT^ CANADA FIF.LD PKAS. 
NO. Lbs. of 
Crypaum ' 
(CaSO^) • 
per acre 
Tons of 
Lime­
stone 
(CaCOs) 
per acre 
s 
C R O P  S O I L  
Crop 
yields 
in. grs. 
Total 
Hitrogen 
TptJ 
potas 
il 
siuffl 
Total 
Nitrogen water soluble potassium 
per 
pot 
Aver. % Nitro­
gen. 
Aver. ^ potas­
sium. 
Aver. Mgs. of 
Nitrogen 
per 100 
grs. of 
soil. 
AVer. ^ potaa-
sium. 
Aver. Lbs. i 
Iper acre 
Average 
1 Kil Nil 10.35 3.16 1,70 92 .0019 38,59 
2 t« « 3.16 1.54 92 .0019 38.59 
3 t> ff 8e70 2.94 1,35 92 .0012 25.72 
4 If ff 9.52 2.96 3.05 1,41 1.50 92 92 .0014 .0016 28.70 32.90 
5 tt 
« 
3;|- tons 7.00 3.02 1.96 96 .0014 28.70 
6 
7 
It »i n 3.02 1.83 92 .0016 33.44 
if II f» 6.30 3.04 1.62 88 .0012 25.72 
8 »» ii» If 6.65 3.02 3.02 1.60 1.71 88 91 .0012 .0013 25.72 28.40 
9 100 lbs. Nil 8.25 3.04 1,44 100 .0019 38,59 
10 II r? 3.06 , 1.31 95 .0025 51.45 
11 »• •• «• 9,7 5 3.00 1.54 89 .0019 38. 59 
12 If If 9.00 2. 98 3.02 1.55 1.45 86 92 .0019 .0020, 38,59 41.78 
13 500 lbs. 4f 11.90 2.84 1.36 98 .0019 S5.36 
14 M M fl 2,80 1.35 — .0019 38.59 
15 M t« II 10.50 2.94 1.06 97 .0019 38.59 
16 II M «f 11.20 2.84 2.85 1.06 1.21 97 97 .0019 .0019 38.59 37.78 
17 1000 Ibe. II , 9,60 3.20 0.96 - 87 .0025 51.44 
18 If fl It — —  1,12 87 .0024 48.24 
19 ?» »» «* 7,15 2.88 1.46 87 .0027 . 54.67 
20 ?r tT 8,37 2.88 2.99 1.44 1.24 87 87 .0027 .0026 54.67 52.25 
21 100 lbs. 34- tons 5.65 1.86 92 .0035 70.75 
22 i< .. .r 1.86 93 ,0036 73.96 
23 II II 11 II 9.00 2.94 1.46 88 .0018 37.31 
24 fl M It If 7.32 2.94 2.94 1.35 1.63 89 90 .0018 .0027 37.31 54.83 
25 500 lbs. If M 7.25 3.24 1.52 88 .0041 83.61 
26 It M II If 3,24 1,59 92 .0038 77.18 
27 M II If If 6.65 3.28 1,60 92 .0028 57.88 
28 If M 11 fl 6.95 3,28 3,26 1.54 1.56 89 90 .0028 .0034 57.88 69.14 
29 1000 lbs. II If 9.85 2.90 1.55 89 .0016 32.16 
30 (t i> If If - 2.90 1.46 89 .0016 32.16 
31 11 i> u n 7.65 2.76 1.57 85 .0016 32.16 
32 II ti M II 8.75 2.72 2.82 1.39 1.49 86 07 .0016 .0016 32.16 32,16 
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eyp»wa alone, the greatest increase occurring with the 
largest application. Lime alone decreased the soluble 
potasaim and when it was applied with gypsum there was an 
increase which was greater than that of gypaum alone except 
•where the largest amount of gypsum was used. 
The results obtained on the tests with red clover are 
given in table 15, 
Examining the data shown in this table it is seen that 
the crop yield was increased by the 100 lb, application 
of gypffliaa but when lime was uaed with gypsum, decreases 
occurred. The nitrogen content of the crop was not affected 
either by the lira® or gypsum. 
The potassim content of the crop was increased 
enormously by the garpsuBi in all saaounts. Lime alone had no 
effect and the two raaterials together showed no increase 
over the effect of gypsum alone. 
The application of gypsum had practically no effect on 
the nitrogen content of the soil and lime had only a sli^t 
effect. The production of water soluble potassiirat in the 
soil was decreased ly the application of gypsum except where 
th® largest amount was applied "sshen there was no effect. 
Lime alone decreased the soluble potassium and when used 
with gypsvaa there was no'^'effect except with the 100 lbs, 
application, when a slight increase was noted. 
The results secured with soy beans appear in table l6, 
Isamining this table it is found that gypsum, applied 
In amounts larger than 100 lbs, per acre decreased the crop 
IJUJliiiWl' uil' 'i'ms ihStil[;'ilL,ATiso soil, and CROP OF nVX) CLOVER 
/ 
N o .  Lbe. of 
G y p s u m  
(CaS04) 
per acre 
Tons of 
Lira fi­
st one 
(caCOs) 
p e r  a c r <  
C R O P  S O I L  
Crop 
. yields 
in grs. 
Total 
Nitrogen 
Total 
potasaium 
Total 
Nitrogen water soluble potassium 
per 
pot 
Aver. % Nitro­
gen. 
Aver. % potas­
sium. 
Aver. Mgs. Of 
Nitrogen 
per 100 
gr. of 
soil. 
AVer. f. potas­
sium 
Aver. Lbsi to 
the acre 
Average 
1 Nil Nil 5.00 3.36 0.98 93 .0035 70.75 
2 fS  n  3.38 0.98 93 .0022 45.02 
3 f t  I t  6.35 3.12 0.98 90 .0022 ,45.02 
4 f f  f t  5.67 3.12 3.24 1.01 .99 92 92 .0035 .0028 70.75 57.83 
5  I I  3^ tons 3.95 3-OB 0.95 99 .0016 32.16 
6 f »  I f  I f  3.08 0.98 99 .0022 .45.02 
7 f f  M  » •  6.60 3.10 0.99 100 .0016 32.16 
8 •• I f  I t  5.27 3.36 3.13 1.04 .99 100 99 .0028 .0020 57.88 41.80 
9 LOO lbe. Nil 6.75 3.24 2.58 92 .0019 . 39.87 
10 f t  I f  I f  3.08 2.50 92 .0016 32.16 
11 f t  I f  8.30 3.08 2.17 95 .0019 38.59 • 
12 » •  f »  I f  7.52 3.08 3.12 2.17 2.35 92 93 .0035 .0022 70.75 45.34 
13 500 lbs. I I  6.40 3.48 2.37 — . C 0 2 S  51.45 
14 I I  t t  3.46 2.60 90 .0032 ' 64.32 
15 f f  I I  « t  5.50 3.48 2.66 97 .0025 51.45 
16 H 11 1 1  5.95 3.48 3.42 2.68 2.58 96 94 .0025 .0027 51.45 54.66 
17 lOCO Ih. f f  4.45 3.46 . 2.31 99 .0035 70.75 
18 !• »• t t  3.48 2.44 98 .0025 51.45 
19 « *• I f  6.05 3.52 2.41 98 .0019 57.88 
20 •1 I t  5.25 3.40 3.46 2.54 2.42 98 98 .0035 .0028 70.75 57.88. 
21 LOO lbs. 3 ^  t  0 X 1 8  4.25 3.52 2.55 98 .0035 70.75 
22 I t  I I  f t  I f  3.52 2.60 97 .0032 64.32 
23 M  n  f f  I f  4.60 3.44 2.26 99 , .0025 51.45 
24 I I  t i  I t  f f  4.42 3.44 3.48 2.29 2.40 95 97 .0032 .0031 64.32 62.71 
25 500 lbs* t l  I f  5.50 3.40 1.92 95 . .0019 38.59 
26 f i  I I  » f  M  3.40 1.96 94 .0022 45.02 
27 t% }> f i  f f  3.75 3.58 2.24 92 .0032 64.32 
28 » l  M  f t  f f  4.62 3.48 3.49 2.44 2.14 92 93 .0029 .0025 57.88 51.45 
29 LOGO lb. f t  f f  2.80 3.36 2.12 97 .0029 57.88 . 
30 I »  I I  f f  f f  3.50 1.99 96 .0029 57.88 
31 I f  f t  n  I f  4.80 3.36 2.15 99 .0022 45.02 
32 r »  f »  t f  f t  3.80 3.36 3.39 2.13 2.10 99 93 .0022 .0025 45.02 51.45 
AK't) CN THK TOT^VL. NITaOGEr: CCNTSNT OF THK SOIL AND CROP OF SOY BEAMS. 
NO. Ll>s, of 
Oypsum 
(CaSG4) 
per acre 
Tons of 
Lime­
stone 
(CaOOg) 
per acre 
Crop 
Yields 
in 
per 
pot 
srs. 
TAver. 
0 P 
Total 
Nitrogen 
% Nitro' 
gen. 
Aver. 
Total 
potaseium 
^ potas 
siuQ 
Aver. 
Total 
Nitrogen 
Mgs. of 
Nitrogen 
per 100 
gra. of 
soil. 
Aver. 
S O I L  
water soluble potasBium 
^ potas-
sium. 
Aver. Lbs. to 
the acre 
Average 
2^ 
3 
1. 
8 
9 
Nil Nil 9.25 1.32 1.27 io;5; .0035 70.75 
1.48 1.31 105 .0032 64.32 
11.00 1.60 1.2R 107 .0030 60.46 
10.12 1.60 1. 50 1.17 1.26 106 106 .0029 .0031 57.80 63.33 
3^ ton 11.50 1.54 1. 27 107 .0019 38.59 
1.54 1 . 2 1  104 .0019 38.59 
11.25 2.00 1.43 107 .0032 64.32 
11.37 2.04 1.78 1.39 1.32 103 105 .0032 ,0025 64.32 51.45 
100 IbB. Nil 11.25 1.16 1.10 101 .0035 70.75 
10 
11 
12  
13 
1.24 1.18 107 .0035 70.75 
9.25 2. 24 1.33 114 .0035 70.75 
10,25 2.32 1.74 1.27 1.22 107 ,0035 .0035 70.75 70.75 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2 2 ,  
23 
500 lbs. 7.00 1.18 1,27 107 .0035 70.75 
1.34 1.27 112 .0038 77.18 
10.00 2.96 1.18 112 .0038 77.18 
8.50 2.76 2.06 1.14 1.20 112 111 ,0037 77.37 
1000 lb. 8.50 3.58 1.28 109 
3.48 1.30 109 
9.25 1.56 1.09 108 
8.87 1.52 2.53 1.18 1.21 107 108 
100 lbs. 3^ tons { 11.5 1.17 107 
1.15 112 
13.5 1.58 ,96 107 ,-GQQi 
24 
25 
26 
27 
12,50 1,58 1,58 1.06 1.08 107 108 > W M X 1£>^ 
500 lbs. 12.0 1.60 1,02 107 .0016 32,16 
1.76 0.96 113 .0016 32.16 
10.0 1.76 1.12 113 .0029 57.80 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
11.00 1,80 1.73 1.18 1.07 107 110 .0029 0022 57.80 44.98 
1000 lbs. 10.25 2.04 1.28 110 .0016 32.16 
2.02 1.02 110 .0016 32*16 
9.75 1,7R 1 . 1 2  110 .0022 45.02 
10.00 2.04 1.97 1 . 1 8  1,15 109 110 .0022 .0019 45.02 38.59 
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yield, Wh^n lime -was used a alight increase was noted and 
lima with 100 l"b3. of gypsum gave a still greater gain. With 
1000 Ibe, of gypsum plus lime, however, a decrease over the 
effect of lime alone was noted. 
The nitrogen content of the crop was increased "by the 
gypsM, when used with lime, however there was little effect 
over that of the lime alone. The total potassium in the 
crop was not affected "by the gypsum but wiien lime was used 
with the gypsum a decrease occurred. 
Gypsuia alone had a little effect on the nitrogen content 
of the soil, a alight increase occurring only in the case 
the 1000 lb, application. Used vrith lime no additional 
increase occurred. The soluble potassium in the soil was 
increased by the use of gypsim but lime caused a decrease. 
Lime used with the gypsum decreased the soluble potassium. 
PISGPSSIQI OF RESULTS 
A Study of the results of the bacterial tests, as 
suomariaed in tables 17, i8 and 19, reveals the fact that 
gypsum applied in various amounts had little effect on 
asamonification and nitrification in the particular soil, 
showing in iQost oases a slight depression in these processes 
but azofioation was increased, especially when used with lime. 
The ammonifying power of the soil was depressed except 
in a few cases by the different amounts of gypsum alone, the 
particular amount exerting the greatest depression varying 
at the different saaaplings. The results are extreaely 
TABIS XVII. 
Al^aONlFICATIOS 
»0. 
Lbs. of CaSOi and 
tone of C«C03 p®r 
AVEIUGl MOS OF HITROQEH IS 100 CMS OF AIR DRY SOIL 
aer« Sampling 
1 
sampling 
2 
Sampling 
3 
Sampling 
4 
Sampling 
5 
Sampling 
6 
1 Nona 130.80 96.60 133.40 126.36 134.54 134.40 
2 3^ tone {/'tC03 150.3& 138.3& 162.85 151.80 203.07 211.20 
3 100 lbs. Oaso^ 124.9S 89.43 130.85 120.65 142.48 120.77 
4 500 lbs. CaS04 139,75 102.35 128.25 124.31 143.37 133.92 
3 1000 lbs. OaSO^ 62.90 113.63 135.45 114.26 136.58 123.01 
6 
100 lbs» CaS04 
3^ -tons CaCOs 
71.85 154.28 141.6 129.04 209.44 195.70 
7 
500 lbs. 0^04 
tons CaC03 
72.70 lis.77 148.35 168.14 207.08 205.67 
8 
1000 lbs. CaS04 
-V-
3|^ tons CaCOs 
66.6 135.85 158.30 155. 93 172.51 193,99 
TABLE XVIII. 
MITRIFICATIOH 
Lbs. of CASO^ AVERAfflS MOS. OF NITRATE KITROGEW IK 100 CMS. OF . &IR DRV SOIL 
NO. OQd tons of CaCOg 
per acre 
Soapling 
1 
sampling 
2 
sampling 
3 
SBiapling 
4 
Saopling 
5 
Sampling 
6 
I None 10.50 13.90 18.20 14,67 12.30 9.40 
2 3^ tons CaC03 16.56 IS. 70 24.50 21.67 17.50 15.30 
3 100 lbs, Ca504 8.90 12.20 20,65 12.27 9.60 10.90 
4 500 lbs. CaS04 9.30 13.30 14.40 12.37 7.20 8.55 
5 ICOO lbs. CaS04 10.44 16.40 IS. 30 9.05 10.40 8. 25 
6 
ZOO 2bs. C»SOa 
17.30 17.70 17.00 12.97 15.45 14.15 
^ tone Ca003 
7 
SOO Ibe. Ce^04 
3;|- tons C&CO3 
30.65 17.30 16.20 13.77 16.00 12.6 
8 
1000 lbs. CaSO^ 
3^ tons CaCO^ 
20.60 12. 25 15.55 17,96 14.7 13.6 
TABLE XIX, 
AZOFIGATIOH 
NO. 
Lbs. of C&SO4 AVERAGK KG fS. OF NITROGEN FIXSD m 100 ORS. OF AIR DRY SOIL 
and tons of 0 aC% 
per acre Sampling 
1 
Sampling 
2 
Sampling 
3 
Sampling 
4 
Sampling 
5 
Sampling 
6 
1 None 1.50 1.20 2.75 2.90 2.00 3.00 
2 3;j^ tons ObCO^ 4.50 1.70 2.25 5.60 4.50 5.00 
3 100 lbs, CaS04 6.35 4. 50 4.75 9.60 1.50 3.00 
4 500 Ibfi. CaS04 4.00 4.80 1.75 2.60 2.00 2.00 
5 1000 lbs* C&SO4 4.12 6.30 2.25 2.65 3.50 1.00 
6 
100 lbs. 0a8d4 
-f" 
3^ tons CaC03 
10.75 8.30 3.50 6.35 6.50 14.00 
7 
500 lbs. CaS04 
+ 
^ tons C 8GO3 
10.55 4.30 3.37 6.60 8.50 6.50 
8 
1000 lbs. 01^04 
-f-
3l;|- tone CaCO^ 
12. 25 2.80 9.75 3.35 5.50 5.00 
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irregular and probabXy definite conoiusiona should not be 
dyawn along tihia line. The application of line (alone greatly 
stimulated this prooesa "but the use of gypsum with lime in 
general gave smaller effect than the lioe alone* Xhe two 
materials, however, brought about a distinct increase over 
the asEaonification in the untreated aoil, Whatever the 
cause of the injurious 4fffect of gypsum on fiBJunonification 
it is evidently partly overcorae by the presence of the lime. 
This would seem to indicate that the injury was due to acidity 
developed, 
The nitrifying power of the soil \iraa also depreaaed by 
the gypBURi, in practically all cases, and in general the 
larger amounts brought about the greatest decrease. Lime 
alone stimulated the process of nitrification considerably 
and the application of gypsua and lime together also gave an 
increase over the nitrification in the check soil, but after 
the second sampling the stimulation was never as marked as 
it was when lime was used alone. At the first two araaplings 
there were indications of slight increases from the two mater-
ials together over lime alone but the results are not very 
definite. Again the lime seems to overcome the injurious 
effect of jjypauDi, in part at least, but even with lime 
present the gypsum does not seem to exert any beneficial effect. 
With exceptions, the aaofying power of the aoil was 
inoreaaed by the application of the smallest amount of gypsum 
alone at the earlier samplings, Hie larger mounts of gypstaa 
-33-
however, gave defiaito InoreaseB in azofioation only at 
the first two samplings and at the later dates little effect 
was noted. 
Lime alone produced a stimulation in this process hut 
when gypsum was used with lime the increases were much more 
pronounced. In the case of this 'process^ the gypsuai seems 
to have no depressing effect as on saimonifioation and 
nitrification, and hence it would seem that there can he 
little increase in acidity in aesauch as azofioation is 
sensitive to acidity. Evidently sulfate benefit® this 
process while it has some other different effect on the 
other processes. It may b© that the food requirements of 
the particular bacteria may be very different. 
The amounts of nitrogen fixed by B. radicicola were 
much greater in the soil than in the solution. Gypsias 
generally increased the process, the greatest increase 
occurring with the largest application of gypsum. Yhe 
greater amount of nitrogen fixed in the aoil than in the 
solution is very probably due to the difference in soil 
and the solution as a raediuai for the best bacterial 
activities. 
The crop yields are so extremely variable that con­
clusions are difficult. In general, however, it seems 
that gypsum alone had little ©ffect either on wheat or the 
various legumes. In a few ca^jes increases were noted and 
in others slight decreases were evidenced, but in general 
the differences secured were not very definite. Lime and 
-34-
gypgiaa togetJisr likewise exerted little effect on the crops 
and in geiKEral gypaum used with line did not increase the 
yield o? legtiiaes over lime alone. 
The acidity of the soil vbm incraased "by the applications 
f>y?3i® alone, thi} largox' amounts producing the greatest 
increase. When applied v^ith lime, the gypaura Isrousht almost 
a slight acid condition in the soil whereas the limed soil 
gave a neutral reaction. It "would seem evident from these 
results that does neke tho soil acid and when used 
liaae should be applied in sufficient amounts so that no 
in^urouo effect can ocoijr. 
The prodtaction of water soluble potassim in the fallow 
soil w&s apparently not affected by the uoe of aaaller 
amounts of gypsiam ae ^own in table 20, but there ms a 
slight increase when the largest application of OTsum was 
used. The application of lime alone lime with gypsuni 
increased coneiderably the production of soluble potassium 
in the fallov? soil. Gypsum and liKQ together seemed to 
exert a greater effect then lime falone. 
The production of soluble potassium in the laoils where 
the leguminous crops if?«ra grown was increased in general 
by the applications of Qrpsuia alone, the largest increase 
occurring •with the largest addition of gypsm. The 
application of lime alone decreased in sll cases the pro-
duction of soluble potassiica in these soils ^here legumes 
•were grown but the use of gypsm with Itee soastimea brought 
about an increase. Again the results are som©wh&t variable 
but in general the auialler easiounts of gypsum with lime 
TABLE XX. 
PRCOUCTION OP WATER SOLUBLE f OfTASSlOM iH THE SOIL 
AVERASB LBS. OF WATER QOMBm POTASSIiai PgR ACHB IH 
INgSaLATSD SOILS GROWING CROPS (F; 
Ceumda field 
Alf&lfa peas Red Clover Soy Eeaas 
1 None 74 45 32.90 57.88 63.33 
s 3^ tons C8GO3 152 36.96 28.40 41.80 51.45 
3 100 lbs* CaSQ^ 72 57.86 41.78 45.34 70.75 
4 500 lbs* C aS04 40 49.80 37.78 54.66 77.37 
5 1000 lbs. CSSO4 95 78.42 52. 25 57,88 
6 
100 lba« CaSOi 
+ * 
3^ tons C8CO3 
198 57.88 54.83 62.71 — 
7 
500 lbs. CaS04 
3|- tone CaCOs 193 45.00 69.14 51.45 44.98 
8 
1000 lbs. casOii 
-f-
3^ tons CaC03 
183 44.98 32.16 51.45 38.59 
Lbs. of G«S04 Average lbs. of 
fiO. aad tons of CaCOa «ater soluble 
per acre potassium per 
Bwrw fallow soil 
-3?-
proved beneficial ?^hile the Ijurgsr quantitiss showed 
little effect. 
The utilization of soluble potassium in the crops 
would not explain the differonoe between these results 
and those secured on the fallot? soil and hence it -^ould 
seem that th« results are not sufficiently definite to 
warrant concluaione. The use of gypsum alone, however, 
apparently brings sbout distinct increases in the produc-
tion of »ater soluble potassium and hence the beneficial 
effect of the mterial on crops may sometiraes be due to this 
action, 
SUMlCi\RY 
Xhe results of these experiments lead to the 
following oonclusions: 
1, itoiaoaifioation decreased by the application 
of gypsum alone, the greatest decrease occurring with the 
largest a^jplication of the material. Lime favored eaanoni-
fication and lime ssrith gypsua showed lees effect in general 
tVian linae alone, 
2, Nitrification was similarly depressed by gypsum 
alone but the use of i^yjisiaa sind lime together increesed 
this process. 
3, One hundred pound applications of gypsim stimu­
lated saofioation and the larger aaounte also stimulated 
the process in most cases, but to a less extent than the 
srsaller amount alone increased asofication. 
4, The amounts of nitrogen fixed "by B. radicsicola were 
much greater in th© soil than in th6 solution, Gypsusi gener® 
ally increased the process, the greatest increaae occurring 
ti?ith the largest applioation of gypaum. 
5, nae 1000 lb, application of gypaian increased the 
yield of red olover; other applications however, did not have 
my effect either on the i^heat or on the other legicainoua 
crops. Lime alone inoreased the yield of ivheat and clover 
considerably, 
6, The application of gypaura inore&sed the acidity 
of the soil, the larger smownts giving the greatest increase, 
7, The nitrogen and potassiuta content of the leguminous 
crops ^ere not affected "by Gypsum, except in the case of 
red olover rshen &n enormous increase in its potaaei;® content 
was noted. 
8, The nitrogen content of the soil v/as not markedly 
affected by gypsum, 
9, A slight increase occurred in the production of 
soluble potassium infallow soil by the addition of 1000 lbs, 
gypsua alone, but the other applications did not show any 
effect, liijn® alone inereased the soluble potaseiias consider­
ably and liae with gypsvan gave increases over the lime alone, 
10, When legruminous crops were grown the production 
of soluble potassium was greatly increased by the use of 
gypsum alone, the greater increase occurring with the 
larger applioations. 
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